Destination for Education? Your Facility
Bring Us to You!
Are Your Employees Up-To-Date With All the Current Rules and Regulations?

Train a large group from multiple departments!

HCPro’s top-quality education resources and training are up-to-date and cost-effective. HCPro Boot Camps are the pinnacle of our training offerings.

From coding to billing and reimbursement, there are many areas revenue and compliance can be compromised. Keeping on top of the maze of regulations is crucial to protect your bottom line and maintain revenue integrity.

HCPro is the nation’s premier healthcare compliance organization offering in-depth training courses. HCPro Boot Camps offer training for your entire organization in all areas of healthcare. By bringing us to your facility, you save thousands of dollars in travel costs while reaping the benefits of this exceptional education.

By bringing our instructors to your facility, you minimize employees’ time away from their jobs while giving them the opportunity to learn with one another and ask questions specific to your organization.

---

**Are Your Employees Up-To-Date With All the Current Rules and Regulations?**

- **Boot camp average price**: $1,399
- **Airfare average price**: $599
- **Hotel average price (four nights)**: $679
- **Meals average price (five days)**: $300
- **Transportation average price**: $200

**TOTAL (x10 employees)**: $37,770

**ADD ON:**
- **Employee’s hours away**: 3–5 days
- **Employee’s lost productivity**: Immeasurable
Solutions for Immersive Training Across All Departments!

**Our Boot Camps** cover a variety of healthcare compliance topics and are completely customizable.

**Coding**—Master need-to-know skills for inpatient and outpatient coding, as well as professional coding and E/M coding.

**Medicare**—Get the ins and outs of coverage rules and Medicare regulations for hospitals, critical access hospitals, rural health clinics, and physician practices to maximize compliant revenue.

**Long-Term Care**—Understand the latest Medicare rules and regulations and ICD-10 coding issues that are applicable to long-term care facilities.

**Clinical Documentation Improvement**—Master the ins and outs of Medicare’s IPPS methodology and provide best practices and innovative strategies to your CDI team.

**Accreditation**—Acquire best practices for survey prep, training, and overall management for survey coordinators and accreditation and quality professionals.

**Residency**—Learn about ACGME requirements, best practices for survey readiness, preparing for the Next Accreditation System (NAS), the Clinical Learning Environment Review (CLER), and overall program support and management.

**Home Health**—Receive training on ICD-10 issues, OASIS documentation, auditing your documentation, and ensuring desirable star ratings.

**NEW FOR 2018**

**Revenue Integrity and Chargemaster**—Gain knowledge about the chargemaster function, cost reporting, and key operational issues, such as clinical documentation, charge capture, and HIM coding.

**NEW FOR 2018**

**Risk Adjustment Documentation and Coding**—Understand all facets of risk adjustment to help position your organization to make the best decisions in this new course co-developed by our coding and CDI instructors.
Hosting an HCPro Boot Camp boosts productivity by ensuring your employees are trained in the same consistent information based on real rules. Learning coding, billing, compliance, and accreditation rules and regulations can save your organization thousands of dollars in lost revenue.

Rules-Based Learning
HCPro Boot Camp course materials are based on recognized source authorities and teach students how to find and apply guidelines and rules. Your team will use the knowledge, resources, and strategies gained from the course long after the Boot Camp is over.

Custom-Designed Course Materials
All HCPro Boot Camps include proprietary materials and exercises developed by instructors specifically for this immersive learning environment and customized for your organization’s training needs.
Unmatched Knowledge
Our Boot Camp instructors have a unique combination of real-world healthcare and adult education experience. They present complex topics in an easy-to-understand manner. As the pioneer in on-site compliance and regulatory training, our educational skills are unmatched.

Earn Valuable CEs to Maintain Your Credentials
HCPro Boot Camps offer valuable continuing education units from major national and state organizations. You and your team members can get a year’s worth of credits from just one Boot Camp.
For further information about HCPro Boot Camp on-sites, contact your sales representative.
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